The local structure of p-adic cont. rep. of G is due to Sen.
χ: G K → Z × p the cyclotomic character, log: Z × p → Z p the usual p-adic logarithm (log(x) = n≥1 (−1) n+1 (x−1) n /n if x−1 ∈ pZ p and log(x) = log(x p−1 )/(p − 1) in general).
K ∞ the cyclotomic Z p -extension of K contained in K, i.e., the unique Z p -extension of K contained in the sub-field of K generated by the p-power order roots of 1.
We call C-rep. of G a cont. semi-linear rep. of G on finite dim. C-vector spaces. Rep C (G) the cat. of C-rep. of G (idem Rep L (Γ)...) Theorem 2 (Sen) The functors
are equivalences of categories.
The functor that associates to a C-rep. X of G the L-rep. X H of Γ is a quasi-inverse of the second functor. Sen constructed an explicit quasi-inverse of the first functor.
Moreover, the characteristic polynomial of σ has coefficients in K.
Let S K ∞ be the category of finite dim. K ∞ -vector spaces equipped with a K ∞ -endo. We obtain an exact and faithful functor 
X a smooth S-scheme of f.t. s.t. X η is connected, x a geom. point of X η .
Our goal is to construct a functor
If X is proper over S, we expect the following properties:
(ii) ∀V ∈ Rep Q p (π 1 (X η , x)) satisfying an admissibility condition, we have a can. isom.
where L(V ) is the étale local system associated to V and
The functor is not essentially surjective in general, but we expect that its image consists of semi-stable Higgs bundles with vanishing Chern classes. Tsuji proved recently that these two notions are equivalent. In fact, Faltings' construction was initially incomplete for rational p-adic rep. Tsuji's result completes his construction and proves that it coincides with ours.
(1) is fully faithful if X is proper over S (Faltings' main p-adic comparison thm).
(2) is an equivalence of categories.
(3) is defined by descent (achieved now only for curves).
Small generalized representations for affine small schemes [Faltings]
, X η is connected and X s = ∅.
x a geom. gen. point of X η , ∆ = π 1 (X η , x). t i the image of T i in R. Choosing p ∞ -roots of the t i 's in κ(x), we obtain a surjective homomorphism
that describe the action of ∆ on the p ∞ -roots of the t i 's.
M a free R 1 -module of f.t. with a cont. padic rep. ϕ of ∆ ∞ which is trivial modulo p α M for a rational number α > 1 p−1 .
where ξ a Z p -basis of Z p (1), θ 1 , . . . , θ d are R 1 -endomorphisms of M that commute to each other.
is a Higgs field, i.e., θ ∧ θ = 0.
(V i ) i∈I a universal cover of X η at x, X i = Spec(R i ) the norm. of X = X × S S in V i , R = colim i∈I R i equipped with the natural action of ∆.
Rep small R (∆) the full subcat. of small rep.
i.e., rep. (M, ϕ) such that M is a free Rmodule of f.t. having a basis of elements ∆-invariant modulo p 2α for a rational number α > 1 p−1 . Idem for Rep small
Proposition 4 (Faltings) The functor
Rep small
is an equivalence of categories.
HB small ( R 1 ) the cat. of pairs (M, θ) where M is a free R 1 -module of finite type and
Two problems:
-Faltings claimed that he can extend this construction for rational coefficients. This is not obvious as it requires to descend small representations with rational coefficients, which was proved only recently by Tsuji (a similar descent result is due to Andreatta-Brinon).
-It depends on the choice of the t i s.
In my work with Michel, we solve these two problems by using another approach based on deformations.
Fontaine's p-adic inf'mal thickening
It is a complete non-discrete val. ring of ht. 1, perfect of char. p. ∃ a can. isom. of multiplicative monoids
[Fontaine] we have an exact sequence
In fact, it is the universal p-adic inf'mal thickening of O C of order ≤ 1.
X a smooth scheme over S,X = X × SŠ .
The p-adic Simpson correspondence depends of a smooth deformatioň
-We can define a relative version of A 2 (O K ) over O K . Over this thickening, there exists always a can. deformation. However, it is not possible to build the whole theory from this deformation.
For simplicity, I will explain the construction only in the small affine case. So we assume that X = Spec(R) is affine and small, that X s = ∅ and that X η is connected.
x a geom. point of X η , (V i ) i∈I a universal cover of X η at x, X i = Spec(R i ) the norm. of X = X × S S in V i , ∆ = π 1 (X η , x) and
It is a perfect O K -algebra and the sequence
so we have the exact sequence
X = Spec( R) and X = Spec(A 2 (R)), so we have a com. diagram
G G S The set of dotted arrows that complete the diagram so it remains commutative is a torsor L over X under the group
Let F be the R-module of affine functions on L . It is naturally an R-rep. of ∆ that fits into an exact sequence
where the transition maps are defined by
It is naturally an R-algebra and Spec(C ) represents L .
In fact, F is isomorphic to Faltings' extension up to a p-power, so C is an integral model of Hyodo's ring.
The R-algebra C is equipped with two structures, namely a p-adic cont. action of ∆ and a R-Higgs field. We can use it as a period ring for the p-adic Simpson correspondence, à la Fontaine. This correspondence will work only for admissible objects. The admissibility condition associated to C is rather strong. We will see that it corresponds to p-adic variations of Hodge structures (rep. whose associated Higgs field is nilpotent).
C † the p-adic weak completion of C . It is equipped with a p-adic cont. action of ∆ and R-derivation
which is a Higgs R-field.
If M is a R-rep. of ∆, we set
